180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
1. Quality Vinteis is a leather with High PU Value, tearing etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
1. Quality Vinteks is a leather with High PU Value, tearing etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
140 Degree Tilt Back
When you are tired, lean back comfortably without getting up from your seat. Rest your back with a 140-degree recline.

Class-3 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS3 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
1. Quality Vinteks is a leather with High PU Value, tearing etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
ALPHA FAB1
GAMING CHAIR

140 Degree Tilt Back
When you are tired, lean back comfortably without getting up from your seat. Rest your back with a 140-degree recline.

Class-3 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS3 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
High Quality Fabric, easy-to-clean structure, does not sweat, tearing, etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
OMEGA
GAMING CHAIR

180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
High Quality Fabric, easy-to-clean structure, does not sweat, tearing, etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Unique color combinations and options carefully crafted by Xprime designers.

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME's designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.

xprime.com.tr

Your new teammate.
COOL GAMING CHAIR

180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
High Quality Fabric, easy-to-clean structure, does not sweat, tearing, etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Unique color combinations and options carefully crafted by Xprime designers.

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
High Quality Fabric, easy-to-clean structure, does not sweat, tearing, etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Unique color combinations and options carefully crafted by Xprime designers.

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME's designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
1. Quality Vinteks is a leather with High PU Value, tearing etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
HERO
GAMING CHAIR

180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
1. Quality Vinteks is a leather with High PU Value, tearing etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
1. Quality Vinteks is a leather with High PU Value, tearing etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
140 Degree Tilt Back
When you are tired, lean back comfortably without getting up from your seat. Rest your back with a 140-degree recline.

Class-3 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS3 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
1. Quality Vinteks is a leather with High PU Value, tearing etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
140 Degree Tilt Back
When you are tired, lean back comfortably without getting up from your seat. Rest your back with a 140-degree recline.

Class-3 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS3 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
1. Quality Vinteks is a leather with High PU Value, tearing etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
High Quality Fabric, easy-to-clean structure, does not sweat, tearing, etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Unique color combinations and options carefully crafted by Xprime designers.

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
ONE GAMING CHAIR

180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
1. Quality Vinteks is a leather with High PU Value, tearing etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
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Your new teammate.
180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
1. Quality Vinteks is a leather with High PU Value, tearing etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
The high-quality mesh fabric material with a sweatproof structure will keep you comfortable for a long time.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
The high-quality mesh fabric material with a sweatproof structure will keep you comfortable for a long time.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
1. Quality Vinteks is a leather with High PU Value, tearing etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME's designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
GAMING CHAIR

140 Degree Tilt Back
When you are tired, lean back comfortably without getting up from your seat. Rest your back with a 140-degree recline.

Class-3 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS3 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
1. Quality Vinteks is a leather with High PU Value, tearing etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Green, red, orange, pink, blue, lilac, gray, yellow, black, white and more!

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME's designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
GAMING CHAIR

180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
High Quality Fabric, easy-to-clean structure, does not sweat, tearing, etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Multiple Color Options
Unique color combinations and options carefully crafted by Xprime designers.

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
1. Quality Vinteks is a leather with High PU Value, tearing etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

12 Hours Durable Rechargeable Use
Light up your CLA RGB Gaming Chair in the color you want, experience the unique feeling of RGB lighting wirelessly for up to 12 hours.

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME's designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
LEON
GAMING CHAIR

180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
High Quality Fabric, easy-to-clean structure, does not sweat, tearing, etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Premium Touch Fabric
Are you ready for a fabric experience with a Foal hair feeling? Meet now with this unique fabric that you have never seen before.

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME's designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
180 Degree Tilt Back
Unlike other gaming chairs, it has the capacity to recline exactly 180 degrees, not 150 - 160 degrees.

Class-4 Unique Shock Absorber
Increase your success in games while providing your comfort with CLASS4 shock absorbers in European standards.

High Material Quality
High Quality Fabric, easy-to-clean structure, does not sweat, tearing, etc. no deformations. It is long lasting.

Premium Touch Fabric
Are you ready for a fabric experience with a Fool hair feeling? Meet now with this unique fabric that you have never seen before.

360 Degree Rotation
The mechanism that can rotate 360 degrees smoothly according to your needs has been specially produced for players.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming chairs, which are carefully processed, sewn and produced in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Design and Carbon Details
The design of ROYAL, which completes its sporty look with carbon details, will look great in your room. Designs that will harmonize with your table or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Wide Seating and Back Area
It has comfort and ergonomics that appeal to every gamer.
MARKUS
GAMING TABLE

Easy setup
The installation has been optimized in a way that you can complete in minutes so that users do not waste time and hassle during the installation.

Cable Organizer
You will easily organize your wired equipment and the cables of your decorations with the cable organizer.

RGB Lighting
With the possibility of 16 different color combinations, it clearly distinguishes itself from other player tables. Here is MARKUS with a unique lighting set.

Stainless Steel Body
We know that users will put their most valuable equipment on MARKUS. That’s why Markus has been produced with a steel construction. Sturdy, rustproof.

Quality Workmanship
The workmanship of the gaming tables, which are carefully produced and shaped in XPRIME Factories, is of high quality.

Unique Designs
Designs that will harmonize with your seat or room, theme or equipment are carefully prepared by XPRIME’s designers.

Length Variety
There are different sizes of player tables for sale according to different needs.
First in the world

**SMART FOAM TECHNOLOGY**

Smart Foam Technology in the World Only at XPRIME!

Smart Foam Technology is valid in Bulk Foam Models and takes the form of a special seat for you with special Molecular particles. Be it Gamer or Business, your best teammate is your seat. Prolonged sitting positions bring severe health problems.

**What is Smart Foam Technology?:**

As Xprime, we produce our own sponge, so we offer unique and high-quality sponge technology to Xprime Gaming Chairs. Cast sponge technology has 0.90mm steel material on a Steel Construction skeleton. For this reason, XPRIME seats do not collapse, warp, or break. Perform small shaping in accordance with your body anatomy with the special molecular gas performed as an extra with Smart Sponge. Your body will fully adapt to your anatomy in 30 days and 8 hours of use per day.

If you are an Orthopedic and Physiotherapists, you can reach Xprime Gaming Chairs on our website Xprime.com.tr.

**Name of the comfort:**

SMART Foam
We Introduce Quality to the World

OPENING TO THE WHOLE WORLD

Easy Set-up
Xprime is Turkey’s Leading Gaming Chair Brand and is Turkey’s Domestic and National Brand. XPRIME, which exports Turkey to 32 countries together with Amazon, has also given dealerships in Germany, Hungary, Qatar, Ukraine, Dubai, Greece and London and is growing rapidly day by day. We proudly represent the Xprime Brand all over the World, and as Xprime, our paths may cross while you are wandering around the world.

Your Presence; It is the biggest story of our growth.
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